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Project Managers Message

I take great pride in having the privilege of leading Team Bath Racing
Electric, the UK’s most successful electric Formula Student team. Our
team’s achievements reflect the combined talent and commitment of every
person who has ever been a member or supporter of Team Bath Racing
Electric. As the incoming Project Manager, I look forward to the challenges
ahead and am proud to be surrounded by a group of incredibly motivated
and passionate individuals, with a common shared goal. The success of
Team Bath Racing Electric.
Having shown our ability in the past to understand and design a reliable,
lightweight, electric vehicle, our goals for this year are to focus on
improving dynamic handling performance. We hope to achieve this
primarily through vehicle light-weighting and the introduction of a full
aerodynamics package. This, along with other technological developments
throughout the entire vehicle, should allow us to be more competitive the
ever before.
Our hope is that this will not only allow us to maintain our title of top UK
electric team, but also allow us to be a true challenge for the top spot at
Formula Student UK and other events throughout Europe.
We would love for you to join us and our existing sponsors on this exciting
journey as part of the TBRe family.

Thomas Coxon
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About Us
The University of Bath
The University of Bath is one of the UK’s top
universities, amassing an impressive amount of
awards over recent years.
Strong links with industry have led to a high proportion of students
taking on industrial placements, making Bath graduates some of the
most employable in the country. Below are examples of the some of
the awards that show the university’s commitment to its students.

Team Bath Racing Electric
Team Bath Racing Electric is an electric Formula Student
team based out of the University of Bath’s Faculty of
Engineering and Design. Formula Student is the world’s
largest student engineering competition, with over 600
universities taking part in its numerous competitions
internationally.
Each year the teams are challenged
to design, manufacture, test and race
a formula-style single-seater racing
car. We are proud to say that we
have held the title of UK’s top
Electric Formula Student team
for the past three years.
The team comprises students
from all academic years studying
engineering, computer science and
business, among other disciplines.
The core team consists primarily of final
year students who take the lead roles
in delivering the car. However we are
proud to have team members from all
years playing crucial roles in the project.
For more information on our main event,
Formula Student UK (FSUK), please visit:
www.imeche.org/events/formula-student
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Results

2018-19
1

WINNER

1

UK electric powertrain
Class 1 team

2019-20
WINNER

1

UK electric team

Santander
Most Improved EV

1
1

WINNER

2

FSUK Overall Class 2

RUNNER UP

FIRST
UK Electric Team to attend Europe

SECOND
Class 1 Business event

1
2

TOP

1

Santander
Most Improved EV

Driverless Business Presentation

FIRST
UK team to compete
in FS China

WINNERS

1

WINNERS
Driverless Design

17

17TH

11

Overall Class 1

2

SECOND
Efficiency during
endurance testing

11TH
Class 1 UK

3

THIRD
Electric powertrain
in Class 1

11

11TH
Endurance FS Spain

15

15TH OVERALL
FS Spain (4 positions behind world’s
highest-ranking team)

What can we accomplish together?
6
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Our History
2015

2018

> 9 members

> 60 members

> I nitial support
from university

> Finished all FSUK
2018 events

>P
 roof of concept
vehicle produced

> First UK team to
attend FS China

> 16 members

2019

> Became established
in the University and
acquired lab space

> 60 members
> First UK electric team to
compete in Europe

> Attended FSUK 2016

2016

> Top UK Electric Formula
Student Team

> 40 members
>P
 assed all technical
inspections at FSUK 2017
>C
 rowned Top UK Electric
Formula Student Team

2017

8

We plan on maintaining
our international presence
through European
competitions, but our
main goal for this year
is to win FSUK.

2020

WIN
FSUK
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Our Technology

Bespoke Electronics

The team’s rapid rise to success has been driven
by our desire to innovate and to broaden our
technical and business competencies.

Year-on-year we phase out off-the-shelf electronics from
our designs in favour of in-house designs. This year we
are developing a custom Battery Management System to
maintain optimal battery conditions as well as accommodate
for the addition of regenerative braking. The team has also
begun looking into the development of custom Silicon

There is an emphasis within the team to produce bespoke, in-house designs to ensure that
the car is optimised for racing conditions. This philosophy provides a platform for both
learning and innovation, and allows the team and its members to develop year-on-year.
This year we have lots of new exciting developments planned for our car, including:

Carbide inverters in-house, with a proof of principle
model successfully developed. This inverter will offer
significant mass reduction and efficiency improvement
for the years to come, and stands as a testament to the
extent of our dedication to our design philosophy.

Battery Technology
Designing the battery from first principles in previous years
has allowed the team to develop a wealth of knowledge in
this area, from the characterisation of individual cells to
the design of battery wide safety systems. The team is one
of the few in Formula Student to tackle the complexities of
cylindrical cell architectures. The TBRe20 design will build off
of the highly praised designs of previous years, incorporating
further optimisations in geometries and electronics.

Advanced
Powertrain
Fully Integrated
Aerodynamics
Package
In order to improve our highspeed cornering and braking
performance, we have ventured
into the development of
an aerodynamics package.
These CFD-derived designs
consist of front and rear wings
alongside a highly efficient
integrated floor and diffuser.
Tunability was at the core
of our design, which led to
our triple-element front and
rear wings having adjustable
flaps for on-the-go vehicle
performance optimisation.
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As a first step towards
multiple motor powertrain
configurations, a mechanical
differential will be added
to our rear axle. This
will further improve our
cornering performance and
set a platform off of which
multiple-motor configurations
can be developed.
A dual-motor configuration
concept has been developed,
and the simulations of the
control to be run on our custom
ECU have been successfully
run on mathematical simulation
programs, providing assuring
results for our powertrain
development in future years.

Motor Control
Composite
Materials
Building on TBRe19’s
successful development of a
part-composite chassis, we are
further developing their design
to offer an optimized hybrid
chassis with significant weight
saving as well as improved
torsional rigidity and driver
ergonomics. This will allow
for significant competition
performance improvement
to help us achieve our
ambition of winning FSUK.

With attention to a host of control tools, the team aims
to unlock the full potential of its electric powertrain to
deliver even more sustained power. Through the thorough
characterisation of the motor, we can design and implement
advanced, adaptive control to customise performance for the
Formula Student competition. Techniques such as regenerative
braking and advanced traction control will ensure that the
vehicle is being used to the fullest of its capabilities.

Safety Systems
The mixture of high voltage electronics and competitive
racing makes safety the team’s highest priority. Automated
systems are in place to shut down the output from the
high voltage battery under any fault conditions and dual
modular redundancy ensures our confidence in our electrical
systems. The driver is protected from impact and mechanical
failures through rigorous implementation of safety factors,
professional manufacturing procedures and part testing.

13
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Why Sponsor Us

How You Can Help

Sponsoring Formula Student teams can lead to
many great opportunities, from the interaction
with all the students involved to the publicity
brought by involvement with such a popular
project. The two main areas of benefit for
sponsoring companies are highlighted below:

Our drive for innovation does not rely solely
on cash sponsorship; there are various ways in
which you can support TBRe20 in achieving our
ambitions. We are open to all forms of support.

Access to Students

Components

Many team Alumni take graduate roles with our sponsors.

Specialist mechanical and electrical components, tools and test
equipment enable the team to innovate and push the boundaries
of what is possible in the Formula Student competition. The
provision of these is crucial to the success of the team, and parts
can be given to the team in exchange for a sponsorship package.

One example is Pete, the 2019 Powertrain Lead. Pete worked
for one of our sponsors part-time throughout his final
year of study after meeting them through the team.

The ways in which companies have supported us in previous
seasons are outlined below.

After impressing them with his work and commitment,
he secured a graduate role with them, which he will
be starting after Formula Student 2019.

Software

Members of our team also complete industrial placements
with our sponsors. One example of this is Taylor, who worked
closely with the team in his first and second years. He will
now be returning from a year-long placement with one of our
sponsors with new insights and abilities to offer the team.

Publicity
Formula Student events have an enormous amount of support
from the general public as well as many industrial partners, with
over 8,000 people attending individual events, of which we attend
at least 2 annually. Exposure at these events could enhance your
publicity within academia as well as the automotive and motorsport
industries. Furthermore, involvement with an electric Formula
Student team is an excellent opportunity for sponsoring companies
to advertise their Corporate Social Responsibility through the
involvement with both STEM and clean technologies.
We have a strong social media presence which is closely monitored
by our commercial team. This presence is bolstered through our
featuring in several publications e.g. Racecar Engineering, The
Engineer, ITV News and others, as well as several of our sponsors’
websites and the IMechE newsletters. We utilise this presence to
its full extent in order to maximise our sponsors’ exposure.
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Access to industry-leading software can be the difference
between success and failure in the competitive environment
of Formula Student. The confidence that industrial software
offers us in our calculations and designs can ultimately lead to
the reliable optimisation and validation of our designs.

Financial Support
Cash sponsorship is always a welcome form of support for us as
it offers us the flexibility to purchase what we need, when we
need it. Sponsorship funds are utilised for components and
tools, as well as competition entry and travel expenses.

Technical Consultancy
The challenges we face in the design, manufacture, and testing of
a Formula Student car provide us with a great learning experience.
Industrial insight into these challenges is an invaluable asset
which we have previously used to enhance our capabilities,
and will always welcome to further broaden our horizons.

15
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What We Can Offer
We take great pride in our sponsors and take every possible
action to maximise their exposure and benefits with us, as
you can see from the numerous branding efforts we make.













Student
Engagement

Vehicle
Branding

Apparel
Branding

Social Media
Promotion

Lab
Promotion

Pit Board
Branding

Close interaction with
members of the team is an
opportunity reserved for
those in our Gold and Platinum
sponsorship packages.

Each year, the car represents
the culmination of a year’s
work and is the centrepiece
of people’s attention.

Our branded polos contain
the logos of all our sponsors
and are consistently worn at
internal and external events
throughout the season,
guaranteeing the presence of
your logo with the presence
of our team members no
matter where they are.

With the success of our
previous seasons’ events, our
online presence is growing
at a rapid rate. We operate
across multiple social media
platforms and offer the
opportunity for our sponsors
to benefit from this exposure.

A key stop on the tour of
the engineering faculty
and our main place of
work, the lab is visited by
current and prospective
students, visiting academics
and industrial partners.

The team’s pit board acts as
our sponsorship hub, and
each sponsor is showcased
here so that the huge amount
of support we receive can be
recognised and appreciated.

With our success propelling us
We are happy to present the
to the international stage, oncar
car and our project at corporate branding guarantees that your
and promotional events for
logo will be widely broadcast.
these categories of sponsors.
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Our website also features
a dedicated page for
our sponsors.

All of our sponsors’ logos are
displayed with pride on our
sponsor wall for all to see.

This pit board travels with
the team to all internal
and external events.
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Our Sponsorship Packages
Title Sponsor
Title Sponsorship is our most
premium sponsorship package.
The sponsor taking this opportunity
will benefit the most from TBRe’s
activities and will feature heavily
in our media and branding.
Their logo will take pride of place at the front
of our car and the top of our branded shirts,
pit board and sponsor’s wall in the lab.
Only one of these packages is available per season,
and is a great chance for the sponsoring company
to utilise our capabilities to their full extent.

We offer four tiers of standard sponsorship. Depending on
the equivalent value of the sponsorship deal, your company
will be offered one of these tiers.
We know that you may have specific requirements for our end of the sponsorship,
so please get in touch to discuss with us how we can get you the most from
the deal. Below are the benefits included with each sponsorship package.

Title
Over £15,000*

Platinum
Over £10,000*

Gold
£5,000-£10,000

    
  
  

T

1

2

DECAL GUIDE

Event Sponsor
The Event Sponsorship package will
increase a sponsor’s exposure at a
particular Formula Student event.
It is awarded to the company
that covers the expenses the
team incurs in that event, such as
registration and transportation.
The additional exposure will
be achieved through heavily
increased branding and
engagement in the build-up to
and during the chosen event.

Silver
£2,500-£5,000

Bronze
Under £2,500

  
 







Student
Engagement

Vehicle
Branding

Apparel
Branding


Online
Promotion

*platinum is also awarded to sponsors from the gold category who have
supported us consistently for numerous seasons
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Minimum 2
largest logos
central positions

1

2 large logos each
side of vehicle

2

2 medium logos
each side of
vehicle

3

1 small logo one
side of vehicle





Lab
Promotion

Pit Board
Branding
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Mewburn Ellis
Mewburn Ellis is proud to have sponsored Team Bath Racing Electric since 2016.
We were initially drawn to become involved through an interest in automotive
engineering and motor sport amongst a few of our engineering group partners.
Whilst this sort of sponsorship was a bit of a step into the unknown for us at the
time, we were very quickly rewarded by the resulting involvement with such an
inspiring group of young people – the next generation of professional engineers.
It has been a pleasure to help the team fund their chassis development, and their
attendance at the annual Silverstoneevent. I have also had the pleasure of working team
members after their graduation as they enter the world of professional engineering
and find themselves encountering intellectual property in the real world. The team’s
success last year is a testament to their drive and dedication. With a brand new
car and an autonomous team, we look forward to seeing what 2019 holds!

We have had 9 new sponsors joining us this
season, and retained 93% of our old sponsors.
We are incredibly grateful for their support and are excited to
continue working with all of them for another successful year
where we hope to bring as much value to them as they have to us.
These are the wonderful companies who helped
us turn our 2018-2019 vision into a reality.

Platinum

If our high sponsor retention rate and quality of our
existing sponsors isn’t enough of a testimonial to the
benefits of sponsorship, we have asked two of our current sponsors to describe their experience to give you
a further idea. Here is what Mewburn Ellis, one of our
core sponsors, and CREAT3D, an exciting new
sponsor, have to say about working with us:

CREAT3D

Gold

Simon Parry

The team here at CREAT3D are delighted to be a sponsor for Team Bath Racing Electric.
The collaboration has enabled CREAT3D to provide advice and support to TBRe, with
the motorsport team leveraging our Additive Manufacturing equipment to enable the
production of bespoke parts for a better end-result and increased performance.

GKN AUTOMOTIVE

TBRe are a passionate and talented group of cross-disciplinary Engineers, Designers
and Management students. The innovative project allows students to get real
industrial knowledge and insight, whilst developing not only experience of using the
latest Additive Manufacturing technologies, but also the skills required for Designing
for Additive, all of which will be invaluable in future careers. At the same time, the
CREAT3D Team get first-hand feedback on uses, pain points and developments.
And with our Marketing Director as a Bath Alumni, what better way to be able
to share CREAT3D’s technologies and services than with current University of
Bath students, helping to develop talent for the future of UK business.
Simon Chandler, Managing Director, CREAT3D Ltd
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GROUP

93%
RETENTION
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Team Members

Thomas Coxon
Project Manager

Bassel Ghazali

Sam Griffin

Will Burdett

Business Manager

Technical Manager

Build Manager

David Peydro

Paul Cobee

Tom Elliot

Powertrain Lead

Chassis Lead

Aerodynamics Lead

o
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Theo Adde

Karim Elsayed

Vehicle Dynamics Lead

Low Voltage Systems Lead
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Faculty Staff
Our job wouldn’t have been possible without the help
of 3 dedicated members of the engineering faculty
who have supported and guided us through the years.
Their passion for our project has been a constant
motivator for us, and their expertise in their fields has
given us invaluable technical insight.

We hope that this prospectus has provided valuable insight into the
team and our ambitions.

If you would like more information or simply want
to monitor our progress, please follow us on our
media platforms. Our platforms are highly active
and will continuously update you with all the new
developments in our fast-moving project.
Whether you want to sponsor us or just want to
hear more about what we do, we look forward to
hearing from you in the near future.









Prof. Peter Wilson
Electrical Supervisor
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Dr. Joseph Flynn

Dr. Ben Metcalfe

Mechanical Supervisor

Electrical Supervisor

www.teambathracingelectric.com
tbre@bath.ac.uk
@TeamBathRacingElectric
@TeamBathRacingElectric
@TeamBathRacingE
Team Bath Racing Electric
@teambathracingelectric

teambathracingelectric.com

